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OF THE SEAS

SHIP’S LOG: A VERY SPECIAL WEEK ABOARD THE HEBRIDEAN PRINCESS
Program Review by Ted Scull
Our long-time member Pat Dacey treated us to an intriguing inside look into one of the most wonderful ship travel experiences
on the seven seas that he recently shared with his wife Denise.
The 2,112-ton HEBRIDEAN PRINCESS, billed as a country house afloat, apparently lived up to its stellar reputation.
Originally built as the David MacBrayne car ferry RMS COLUMBA in 1964, she connected the Scottish mainland with the Inner
and Outer Hebrides for a quarter century. On overnight trips, a small number of passengers could occupy tiny cabins for a
modest sum. Purchased by Hebridean Island Cruises in 1989, she was rebuilt into a 49-passenger cruise ship for spring-intoautumn cruises mostly in Scotland, and as Pat related, on a three-year rotating cycle that might also include Norway, Northern
Ireland, Ireland, Wales, and the South of England, including the Channel Islands. Pat and Denise’s cruise left from and
returned to Greenock near the mouth of the Clyde.
We had a thorough tour of her comfy public rooms such as the main observation lounge with its brick and timber fireplace and
heating unit, a library for boning up on what’s over the side and a small lounge for enjoying afternoon tea and a cocktail before
dinner.
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We saw the lovely Columba Restaurant where couples sit at tables for two, friends traveling together at larger tables, and single
passengers with an officer. Pat reported on the excellent meals prepared with fresh Scottish produce, fish, beef, and that
famous item that some crave and others cannot bear – haggis, best taken with a wee dram.
The Daceys’ occupied a roomy cabin designated Lews Castle (no numbers here), while others were charmingly named after
isles, lochs, and sounds. How about occupying one named Isle of Muck or Rhum or the Sound of Sleat? Every stateroom is
individually decorated. Amenities included a restocked mini-bar, tea-making facilities, and ever so British: a trouser press. Cabin
keys? Unnecessary.
We met some of the 38-member crew including the captain, officers, chef, and purser, all there to make the cruise as enjoyable
as possible.
A printed passenger list made a nice souvenir. On this cruise most passengers were British, the interlopers being two
Americans (guess who?) and four Swiss. One very special couple, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, following the withdrawal of the Royal Yacht BRITANNIA, twice chartered the HEBRIDEAN PRINCESS during their
annual summer residence in Scotland. However, the specific cabin the couple occupied is never revealed.
The Daceys’ itinerary called at Rothesay (Isle of Bute), Brodick (Isle of Arran), Troon, Holy Isle, Little Cumbrae, and an
afternoon sailing Holy Loch and Loch Goil. The weather, well it’s Scotland.
Pat described the shore excursions and no one need sign up, just show up or not, and head off to an elaborate island castle,
stately manor house with a private reception, pretty seaside village or a scenic drive into the countryside for a hike. The ship’s
launch was made available for a small group to head off in another direction.
Following the talk, this reviewer, having sailed in the HEBRIDEAN PRINCESS twice, with the first time in her very early days,
got the reassuring impression that this wonderful experience has retained its strong appeal. Pat reported that some passengers
have traveled dozens of times. The lucky souls!
Thanks to Pat for a great evening spent drooling over a one-of-kind cruise experience.

TIME TO RENEW!
Don’t miss the exciting events scheduled for 2019 – more delightful talks, events and shipboard luncheons are in the planning
stages! Your renewal form was mailed in early November. Pease send it back by December 31, 2018.

MINI REVIEW: RELAXATION AT SEA: THE VIKING SEA
By Bill Miller

I’ve mentioned before how the worldwide cruise industry is growing not just by leaps, but by huge leaps – over 110 passenger
ships were building or on order as of last fall (2018). And the high-end, total luxury, six-star market is very much included.
Well-heeled clients want well-run products, diverse amenities and the finest services – and newer, finer, perhaps even more
sumptuous ships.
Viking Ocean Cruises is not only one of the newer entrants to cruising, but a company that is not just making an appearance,
but a explosive one – they’re building no less than 14 liners and now adding, like icing on the cake, at least 4 luxury expedition
cruise ships as well. In the past year, I’ve spent about 75 days on Viking liners – to Central America & the Panama Canal; to
Eastern Canada, Bermuda & the Caribbean; and on a leg of their annual four-month world cruise, going from Miami south to
Brazil and Argentina. And altogether like some Eastern holy man of the seas, I give them a “thousand praises.”
Their liners are all identical – 48,000 tons, 745 feet long and carrying a cozy 930 guests (but no one under 18 – pure adult &
therefore a quiet setting & mood) and looked after by a crew of 550. Overall, the tone: the ship is the glorious retreat, the ports,
the cultural enrichment. There’s no glitz, no limbo contests, but instead an exquisite soft Scandinavian setting of quiet luxury
enhanced not only by well-selected Viking artworks, the likes of Nordic furs strewn across sofas, a spectacular life-enhancing
spa and even a fireplace in the lounge, but coupled with what is being praised as “one of the finest staffs ever to put to sea.”
Yes, the Viking crews are tops for friendliness!
You might recognize the Viking name, especially from PBS television and from sponsoring the likes of Masterpiece Mystery
Theater & Downton Abbey. In fact, Viking has become a major TV sponsor in the US. But like a stampede of Norwegian deer,
they are moving forward with tremendous speed & force – they have a half-dozen, identical, six-star, highly luxurious liners in
global service. These are the VIKING STAR, VIKING SEA, VIKING SKY & VIKING SUN (and all names from the impeccable,
but long gone Royal Viking Line, if you haven’t noticed) while the very latest two are the VIKING ORION & VIKING JUPITER.
Almost instantly, the Company can offer worldwide itineraries – from Saguenay in Canada to Shanghai to Sao Tome (off west
Africa, just in case you weren’t sure). And the VIKING SUN recently lifted anchor and sailed off on Viking’s first world cruise –
141 days, 64 ports of call and with a capacity load of 900 full-cruise guests aboard. Yes, Viking is not just succeeding, but
roaring with success – and, from passengers and those cruise critics, getting mostly rave reviews.
But where did Viking begin, you might ask, and how did it all start? It is the creation of a brilliant, Harvard Business Schooleducated Norwegian, Torstein Hagen, who had earlier connections with Holland America Line and then with ultra-luxurious
Royal Viking Line. There was also an airline somewhere in the middle. But later, he connected with Russian investors who, in
1997, would sell him 4 “tired” riverboats. After the ships received much-needed refits and upgrades, Hagen launched Viking
River Cruises. Success and high-volume sales came quickly. Within three years, by 2000, Viking bought long-established KD
River Cruises and quickly jumped to 26 river cruise ships. And Hagen’s geographical scope broadened – by 2004, he formed
Yangtze River Cruises. And then there were cruises in Egypt as well as Southeast Asia. Yes, he was very, very ambitious. By
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The VIKING SKY moored off Saguenay, Canada

(Bill Miller)

2011, he planned no less than 40 more riverboats for what has since become one of the fastest growing arms in cruising. But a
stroke of genius (and good fortune) was to begin advertising on PBS and especially sponsoring the wildly popular Downton
Abbey. Armies of travelers, it seemed, flocked to Viking – just after switching-off Maggie Smith, seeing Lady Mary’s latest
frocks and scenes of Mrs. Patmore’s kitchen.
Hagen and his company christened a record 10 new river ships in 2013 and then 16 more ships in a 2-day celebration a year
later. He even made the Guinness Book of Records – the greatest number of joint ship-namings ever! Then, almost
expectedly, Viking River went deep-sea and Viking Ocean Cruises was created in 2013 and promptly struck a deal with Italy’s
ever-productive Fincantieri shipyard to build, well, big ship after big ship. And again, enormous success was almost instant.
No line in the fancy, six-star market is quite so progressive (or as successful) – or moving forward at such record-breaking
speed.
Onboard, Viking guests are mostly over 60, but even more mostly over 70. They are not the Prada-Vuitton set of other six-star
ships, but more solid “Middle America,” the retired professionals who just want to kick-back, skip the dressing, enjoy the
itinerary & ports, learn during the voyage and then go to bed early. They are largely very unpretentious people – but very
friendly, positive, enjoying the golden years of their lives. They carry backpacks, do casual and even high casual every night
during dinner. Jeans, shorts and sandals are the order of the day. They want to, and seem to know how to, relax. The
majority of them are complimentary and often very complimentary about Viking, its cruises and its ships. Needless to say, I did
rd
some “intelligence work.” One well-cruised, retired professor shared with me: “This is our 3 Viking Ocean cruise – and it is
always delightful. Their vessels are very Scandinavian: solid light colors, a sense of spaciousness and some very interesting
wall decorations. The crew is especially attentive and especially friendly. While there are no high glitz production shows (and
we prefer that), the showroom itself is very good and elsewhere there’s a very attractive library with adjacent bar that is very
nice as well. There are many quiet places to simply sit and read – or dream of your next Viking voyage. There are several
places to dine informally and the is food diverse, well prepared and very good. And high praises for specialty restaurants such
a Italian-style Manfredi’s.”
Bubbling waters: Another of the highlights is the Swedish-style spa. The LiV Nordic Spa here on Viking is a prime selling point
and so it was time for a visit. Once there and if you just stood and did nothing else, you’d be soothed and relaxed. Even the
lower-deck setting is quite wonderful, even magical – warm, dim lights, the prevailing sound of bubbling waters. Overall, it is all
about Scandinavian relaxation and wellness. There are 4 or 5 basic steps: The sauna (very hot), then into the bubbling plunge
pool, then back to the sauna and then – whammy – into the snow grotto (a glass-walled chamber with real snow and that’s
really, really cold). Honestly, I didn’t last more than a minute in the grotto – but then slowly repeated the steps. Well, yes, in the
end, I was relaxed – really relaxed. And I suppose it all works in other ways: As promised, I looked 15-20 minutes younger!
Yes-yes-yes, the Spa is a highly attractive amenity here on Viking. And the list of treatments sparks the mind & body: Swedish
Mindful Massage, Northern Stillness Body Treatment, Arctic Detoxing, Viking Restart (and with a Cranberry Body Scrub) and
for those tired feet: the Royal Nordic Foot Massage.
Overall, a Viking cruise ticket covers quite a lot: A choice of one excursion in every port; unlimited Wi-Fi; beer, wine & soft
drinks at lunch and dinner; an excellent enrichment program; and superbly attentive guest relations.
Yes, Viking is quite different – really like a floating resort, not a cruise ship. Viking is also clever – they seem to buck several
cruise ship trends: no class system (no grill, haven, concierge or verandah classes), no extra-tariff restaurants, no nickel and
diming for every amenity. And happily, there are no casinos, no amusement park attractions and no onboard photographers. A
retired designer added, “I just love the stunning, understated Scandinavian décor. It is such a change from the glitzy, over-lit
glamour styling of most new cruise liners. Most of all, I love these ships for their wonderful décor, their mood, the soft, relaxing
tone.”
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And finally, a couple from Portland, Oregon: “In case you are thinking about booking a Viking cruise - DO IT!!! You will not be
disappointed as long as you are not looking for limbo and Zumba by the pool, casinos, children running around everywhere, a
circus like atmosphere and jackpot bingo. Viking is quietly sophisticated and sure to please all ages from 50 and beyond. Yes, a
‘quiet’ WOW sums it up best!”

SHIP NEWS
By Bob Allen

RETURN OF THE S.S. UNITED STATES?: Forty-nine years after her final departure from the Port of New York, a proposal to
return the long-idle American flagship to her home port of New York is in development. RXR Realty, a large New York-based
developer, is exploring the feasibility of bringing the UNITED STATES to Pier 57 on the Hudson River. Once home to Grace
th
Line vessels, the pier at the foot of West 27 Street, an RXR property slated for redevelopment, is currently leased as office
space to tech giant Google. The initial concept is to redevelop 500,000 square feet of the vessel’s interior as a mixed-used
development, including museum, event and hotel spaces. RXR has hired the New York firm Handel Architects to assist in
conceptual planning.
FUNCHAL TO THE UK: The legendary Portuguese flagship, long in danger of ending up at the scrapyard, may soon have a
retirement home in England. The 9,563-ton, 564-passenger former liner and part-time presidential yacht was completed in
1961. Remarkably, she retained her original name and sleek profile through many ownership changes over six decades. She
last sailed in 2014, following an extensive renovation by her then owner, now-bankrupt Portuscale Cruses. In early December,
the British hospitality company Signature Living purchased FUNCHAL for 3.9 million Euros. At this time, it is unclear if she will
become a permanently moored hotel ship, or continue cruising. A recent, unconfirmed report in a Liverpool newspaper
suggested that she would be used for “rave” cruises to the Canary Islands.
GENTING KEEPS GROWING: Genting Hong Kong Limited, the giant Chinese holding company that owns Dream Cruises, Star
Cruises and Crystal Cruises (in addition to stakes in Norwegian Cruise Line and German Lloyd Werft Shipyard) is celebrating its
th
25 anniversary in the cruise business. In marking the milestone anniversary, Genting announced the construction of a new
series of vessels for their “contemporary” Star Cruises brand; the first vessel will debut in 2023. Genting is in the midst of a
building boom for their other cruise brands as well. In 2020 and 2021, Dream Cruises will take delivery of two Global-Class
ships, and Crystal Cruises will receive three 200-passenger expedition ships in 2020, 2021 and 2022. Crystal will also debut
two long-awaited 67,000-ton, 800-passenger ships in 2022 and 2024. These Diamond-class vessels will be the first luxury
ocean cruise ships to join the fleet since the CRYSTAL SERENITY in 2003.

Crystal Cruises recently revealed the look of its new Diamond-class vessels, the first of which is due in 2022.

(Crystal Cruises)

IT’S A MARDI GRAS FOR CARNIVAL: Carnival Cruises has announced that the first ship of its new XL-class will be named
MARDI GRAS, in honor of the line’s original ship, introduced in 1972. That MARDI GRAS was completed as EMPRESS OF
CANADA for Canadian Pacific in 1961. Built at Vickers-Armstrongs at Newcastle, England, she was of 27,284-tons and could
accommodate 1,048 passengers in two classes. By comparison, the new MARDI GRAS will be of approximately 185,000-tons
with accommodations for over 6,000 passengers, making her the largest vessel in Carnival’s fleet. She will be the first North
America-based cruise ship to be powered by environmentally-friendly liquefied natural gas (LNG), and will feature a roller
coaster swooping around her signature winged funnel. CARNIVAL MARDI GRAS is to be based in Port Canaveral, FL in 2020;
A Ft. Lauderdale-based sister ship will debut in 2022, marking Carnival’s Fiftieth Anniversary year.
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Carnival Cruises’ MARDI GRAS will be the line’s largest ship to date, and the first North America-based vessel to run on liquefied natural gas.
A new red, white and blue livery will appear on the ship.
(Carnival Cruises)

The original MARDI GRAS was built as the EMPRESS OF CANADA, the final liner ordered by the great Canadian Pacific transportation
company. She sailed for Canadian Pacific from 1961 until 1971
(Bob Allen Collection)
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WINDSTAR EXPANSION: Windstar Cruises is investing $250-million in an ambitious project to enlarge all three of its StarClass ships. The 9,975-ton vessels, STAR BREEZE, STAR LEGEND and STAR PRIDE, were originally built in the late 1980’s
for newcomer Seabourn Cruises. Each will receive a new 80-foot amidships section containing 50 suites, increasing capacity
from 212 to 312. The stretched ships will be enhanced by a cosmetic refresh, new public rooms and an additional elevator. The
project also includes installation of efficient new engines, making them virtually new ships. Construction will begin on the first
ship in October, 2019 at Fincantieri’s Palermo, Italy yard, with completion of the project scheduled for November, 2020.

SEABOURN PRIDE (now STAR PRIDE) at Stavanger, Norway in July, 2013. She will be stretched 80 feet and receive a thorough rebuilding
by her current owners, Windstar cruises.
(Bob Allen)

MSC ON THE MOVE: MSC Cruises’ latest and largest vessel, the BELLISIMA, ran her trials of the coast of France in late
December. The 167,800-ton ship will carry 5,710 passengers when she enters service with a series of Mediterranean cruises
in March, 2019. In line with MSC’s global deployment ambitions, she will sail to Dubai in November, 2019, and spend the winter
cruising the UAE, Oman and Bahrain. In March, she will set off for Yokohama, Japan followed by a new homeport in China.

MSC Cruises’ BELLISIMA will sail European and Middle Eastern waters before her March, 2020 deployment in China.
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(MSC Cruises)

FAREWELL, NIEUW AMSTERDAM
By Bob Allen
In the fall of 1980, the great Holland America Line was at a crossroads. They had lost their newest ship, the petite 1973-built
PRINSENDAM, to a tragic fire off the Alaskan coast on October 4th of that year. Fortunately there were no casualties, other
than the 8,566-ton ship. Plans for PRINSENDAM sister ships did not materialize due to the company’s precarious financial
position. The remaining fleet consisted of the 21-year old flagship ROTTERDAM, and the sister ships VOLENDAM and
VEENDAM, built in Alabama in 1958 as Moore McCormack Line’s BRASIL and ARGENTINA. Both were fuel guzzlers in an age
of rapidly rising oil prices, resulting in periods under charter or layup during their years flying the HAL flag. Despite having
invested heavily in VOLENDAM and VEENDAM’s conversion in 1972-1973, HAL made the decision to replace the aging sister
ships with a new pair of efficient, purpose-built vessels. It was revealed in 1982 that the first of the new ships would be named
NIEUW AMSTERDAM – taking the name of Holland America’s most revered and glorious ship, the NIEUW AMSTERDAM of
1938, which sailed in the top echelon of the transatlantic ocean liners for 35 years. Could the new cruise ship be worthy to carry
th
the name of one of the greatest ocean liners of the 20 Century?
The early 1980’s were a period when newly constructed cruise ships greater than 30,000-tons were a rarity. Only three new,
purpose-built cruise ships of this size preceded the NIEUW AMSTERDAM. Hapag-Lloyd’s 37,0049-ton EUROPA (1981), built
to replace the 1953 vessel of the same name, featured public rooms stacked aft to provide privacy for passenger cabins, a
popular design with smaller German cruise ships and some ferries of the era. Carnival’s 33,250-ton TROPICALE (1981) was
their first newly-built ship, but not particularly memorable from a design perspective, with the exception of her winged funnel,
which was repeated on all subsequent Carnival ships. Home Line’s 35,143-ton ATLANTIC (1982) borrowed heavily from
predecessors DORIC, ex-SHALOM (1964) and OCEANIC (1965). In creating NIEUW AMSTERDAM Holland America took a
similar path, incorporating familiar features of the ROTTERDAM, VOLENDAM, VEENDAM and PRINSENDAM into their new
sister ships. One could see hints of the ROTTERDAM’s two-deck high Ritz Carlton in the NIEUW AMSTERDAM’s Admiral’s
Lounge, and several public rooms featured elongated hexagonal windows, similar to those in ROTTERDAM’s tourist class
lounge and Ocean Bar. The extra wide teak-lined boat deck, with lifeboats positioned high to create a spacious promenade
was also familiar. The Crow’s Nest lounge above the bridge was reminiscent of a similar venue on the VOELNDAM and
VEENDAM, while the angular superstructure design was not unlike that of the PRINSENDAM. One of the most striking yet
traditional features of the NIEUW AMSTERDAM was her sumptuous decor. As on earlier HAL ships, fine materials, wood
framed furniture, sophisticated lighting, and a rich palette of saturated colors created an ambiance of old world elegance. In
addition, HAL curated an impressive collection of antiques and wall hangings, themed to Dutch exploration of North America.
These were displayed throughout the public areas, many in museum-quality displays behind glass, complete with descriptive
plaques. It was a visually dramatic way to tie Holland America Line’s heritage to the new era of purpose-built cruise ships. The
33,930-ton, 1,210-passenger NIEUW AMSTERDAM (1983) and sister NOORDAM (1984) were standouts -- stunning
newcomers to the world’s rapidly aging cruise ship fleet.

The NIEUW AMSTERDAM docked in New York in August 1983, shortly after her maiden voyage.
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(Bob Allen)

NIEUW AMSTERDAM had a somewhat rocky start. Her main switchboard caught fire just as the ship was being completed at
the Chantiers de Alsthom Atlantique shipyard in St. Nazaire France, delaying her debut by three weeks. She arrived on her
maiden voyage to New York in July 1983 with two stowaways on board, making headlines for the wrong reasons. Persistent
engine vibration was obvious; while it was remediated, reports throughout her career indicated that it never completely
disappeared. However, devoted Holland America passengers enthusiastically received her initial series of summer 1983
Caribbean and Bermuda cruises from New York, and press reviews of the new ship were glowing. She proceeded to the West
Coast that fall to begin a series of Mexico cruises (a new deployment for HAL), followed by Caribbean and Alaska introductions
in 1984. In subsequent years she garnered excellent reviews and developed a loyal following while based in Tampa, Ft.
Lauderdale, New Orleans and Vancouver. She was also deployed on a long cruise to the South Pacific in November, 1991.
The cruise industry was growing rapidly in the late 1980’s, and by the end of the decade new ships boasted many passenger
attractions that the NIEUW AMSTERDAM lacked. Balcony cabins and suites, Broadway-style show lounges, multi-deck atria,
large casinos, flashy discos and glass-covered swimming pools on expansive lido decks were absent from the NIEUW
AMSTERDAM. HAL responded by introducing the 53,000-ton STATENDAM-class vessels offering all of these features,
between 1993 and 1996. It soon became clear that despite her unique charm, old-world ambiance and loyal following, the
NIEUW AMSTERDAM’s days were numbered.

The Admiral’s Lounge (left) and the Peartree Club (right) were typical of the NIEUW AMSTERDAM’s interiors, unusually elegant for 1980’s
shipboard design.
(HAL/Bob Allen Collection)

The decision was made to retire the NIEUW AMSTERDAM from the HAL fleet in 2000, when the 17-year-old vessel was sold to
American Classic Voyages and refitted for Hawaiian Islands cruise service from Honolulu. Renamed PATRIOT, she became
th
the first vessel of American Classic’s newly branded United States Lines, reviving the name of the 20 Century steamship
company that built and operated the legendary S.S. UNITED STATES. Unfortunately, PATRIOT’s career was short lived. The
tremendous tourism decline following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks sent American Classic Voyages into bankruptcy,
and the PATRIOT into layup.
Holland America repurchased the NIEUW AMSTERDAM in January 2002, but rather than returning her to service, they
chartered her to Cyprus-based Louis Cruise Lines. She was refitted again, this time for European cruising, at Perama, Greece.
Louis Cruise Lines then sub-chartered her to UK-based Thomson Cruises. As THOMSON SPIRIT, she began her first
European cruise program in May, 2003. Eventually purchased by the Louis Group, the THOMSON SPIRIT charter was
continued, and she spent 15 years cruising the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, the Adriatic Sea and Northern Europe. She
gained tremendous popularity over the years, well known for her friendly crews and casual, fun-loving on board ambiance.
When Thomson was rebranded as Marella Cruises, THOMSON SPIRIT was renamed MARELLA SPIRIT in October, 2017.
Unfortunately, when her charter ended in October 2018, the Louis Group decided not to invest in modifications necessary to
keep the 35-year-old vessel up to date, and she was offered for sale. The highest bid came form an Indian scrap yard, so
MARAELLA SPIRIT departed for Alang, India under the name MARE S in November, 2018, where she was subsequently
beached and scrapping began.
Although she had a very respectable career of 35 years, many who knew her and sailed on her will miss the former NIEUW
AMSTERDAM. As Holland America’s first major new build since the beloved ROTTERDAM of 1959, she generated much
excitement and nostalgia among passenger ship enthusiasts during a decade when the cruise industry was relatively new.
Remarkably, her traditional profile remained unchanged for 35 years, becoming more admired over time in comparison to the
graceless behemoths that followed in her wake. Her quiet elegance, successful decades in worldwide cruise service and the
pleasure that she brought to well over a million passengers made her a worthy successor of the 1938 NIEUW AMSTERDAM
after all.
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CORRECTIONS TO THE SEPTEMBER PROGRAM REVIEW
THAT APPEARED IN THE NOVEMBER ISSUE
By Ted Scull
As the Porthole is the PONY branch’s printed record of programs given, I would like to correct some of the facts related to the
understandably complex overland and sea journey I made in the summer of 1974 between London and Borneo. Corrected text
replaces only the erroneous copy (in parentheses) for the portion between Istanbul and Brunei. The reviewer’s personal
observations remain as written.
Having survived the Istanbul rush hour, Ted embarked on the Van Golu Express to Tehran (Taurys Express for the trip to
Basra), and ran into the first unexpected event: the train derailed in Tabriz, injuring some passengers. Naturally, a tourist’s
instinct is to take pictures. The instinct of the local authorities was the opposite, as they destroyed all of the cameras – except
Ted’s, as he showed the police that his camera was not working, so they ripped out the film and kept it. (had cleverly packed
his) A substitute train eventually arrived and took everyone to Teheran. Ted’s photographs along this leg of the trip showed
why he found Isfahan the most interesting place in the area.
Once he arrived in Tehran, Ted decided against taking a series of buses from Iran through Afghanistan thence to Pakistan as
he had been warned that bandits had attacked buses while crossing Afghanistan and stolen travelers’ money and property.
(Ted found he was the only one going from Iran to Kuwait, by ship rather than by bandit-infested bus, even though) He took a
bus from Tehran to Isfahan with a three-day stopover then onto Kuwait where he had to wait three days for the ship’s delayed
departure in temperatures often averaging 110 degrees.
The ship Ted was waiting for was one of his favorites, British India’s DWARKA. Ted told us of British India’s position as a major
transportation provider on the Indian Ocean, founded in 1856, (with its four ships including the DWARKA) and with the
DWARKA featured in the movie “Gandhi.” We were taken through all of the DWARKA’s interiors, hearing about and seeing the
prevalence of Bakelite fittings, and the absence of air conditioning, except in the saloon-class dining room and lounge.
(accommodations).
Here Ted had one of his scariest travel experiences boarding the ship with hundreds of Indian and Pakistani workers, while
police struck the non-Arabs (workers) around him with sticks. Ted and the other non-Arabs (other non-Indians) were then sent
to a room where passports were randomly piled on a table, and then told to find their own passports. Mistreatment of workers,
said Ted, was common there. Another unexpected, but a historical one from the 1960’s: the British India ship DARA, was
sabotaged by Omani bandits, killing 236 people – an early act of international terrorism.
The DWARKA called at Bahrain (was prevented by bad weather from docking at Dubai and diverted to Bahrain), a busy trading
port with pilgrim ships and other interesting craft. Then it was onto Doha, Dubai, Oman, and Karachi, a city that was interesting
but hot, and where no photography was allowed in the port for political reasons. And then the next unexpected: while entering
the harbor at Bombay, a huge swell caused the DWARKA to roll heavily (an alarming 15 degrees), reminiscent of the famous
near-capsizing of the legendary ROTTERDAM outside Casablanca in the early 1970’s. Some DWARKA passengers were
seriously injured, and some items were hurled overboard. The captain did not say how many degrees the ship but he did say to
our speaker that he was glad it was not two or three degrees more.
Deciding to leave Bombay because of the heavy monsoon rains, Ted traveled by the Calcutta Mail (and some companions
traveled by land) to Calcutta, which Ted found very poor but the people friendly. From there, he proceeded first by train en
route to Darjeeling, well known for its tea cultivation, where it was then stopped (he passed by an area which had recently
suffered) by a landslide. He and the other passengers had to walk across the landside and join Land Rovers for the rest of the
trip.
Due to (this side excursion and) long delays in land travel, Ted had to fly to Singapore (missed his cross-Indian Ocean
connection, finally sailing on the STATE OF MADRAS to Singapore, arriving in its harbor full of coasters). There he boarded the
next vessel, the RAJAH BROOKE of Straits Steamship (Line), the equivalent of British India for its area. Interestingly, two
British naval architects and WWII prisoners of war designed the RAJAH BROOKE and other similar ships while in prison, to be
built after their release.
Ted was off from Singapore to the Sultanate of Brunei, visiting the capital, Bandar Seri Begawan, and then by boat some
distance along the coast and inland to a longhouse in Sarawak, before returning to Singapore, from whence he returned home
with many an adventure story and lots of great photographs.
We thank Ted for sharing his travels and photography, and providing us with some of the best travel and ship stories. Marge
Dovman. N.B. I thank Marge Dovman for the positive review. Ted Scull
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